
Showtime at the Nichols Library! New and classic DVDs.  There's Comedy, 

romance, and suspense, with zombies, Zulus, cowboys,vampires, hoibbits, 

cute kids, edgey urbans and pukkah British.  

New DVDs 

Atlas shrugged, part I &II.   Why do in the world do the world’s 

entrepreneurs keep disappearing ? 

Hansel and Gretal: Witch Hunters.  After their childhood trauma , the 

famous Teutonic siblings are now in the business of hunting witches full 

time. 

The hobbit. The prequel to the Lord of the Rings. Peter Jackson directs. 

House of cards.   Francis Underwood (Kevin Spacey) knows every secret in 

Washington  - and is willing to betray them all 

Hyde Park on Hudson.  FDR in love. With Bill Murray. 

Hysteria.  A pioneer psychologist invents a device to help lady hysterics.    

Identity thief. A deceptively harmless-looking woman lives it up on a 

stolen identity.  

The impossible. A tourist family in Thailand is caught in the 2004 tsunami 

 Jack Reacher.  Lee Child’s character gets the Tom Cruise treatment. 

Naomi Watts 

 Jack the giant slayer.  A boy finds a gateway between his world and a 

land of Giants. 

Oz the great and powerful.   A small-time magician is swept away to an 

enchanted land and is forced into a power struggle between three witches. 

Quartet. The annual concert to celebrate Verdi is disrupted by the arrival 

of an eternal diva.  Maggie Smith and Tom Courtney star. Dustin Hoffman 

directs. 

Save the date. Stay safely single or to risk it all on love? 

Saige Paints the Sky. A new American Girls movie.   

Shaun of the dead. A Regular Joe, er, Shaun, must rise to the occasion 

when zombies attack London.   



Silver Linings Playbook.  A throwback screwball comedy, featuring a lost 

guy, a pushy gal, and fireworks. 

 

Classics and near-classics 

Brideshead revisited. Discontent among the elite. For Downton Abbey 

fans. 

The General.    Buster Keaton, the master of slapstick, in a great 

locomotive chase.                  

The Great American western.   Kansas Pacific (Sterling Heyden), Santa Fe 

Trail (Erol Flynn and Ron Reagan) and The Outlaw (Jane Russell).   

Nosferatu the vampyr. The original vampire epic, by the great 

expressionist   Friedrich Murnau .   

Women in love.  Based on the D. H. Lawrence classic           

Zulu dawn.  Colonial hubris runs afoul in Transvaal. The British version of  

Custer’s last Stand. 


